DIRECTIONS & MAPS

From Berlin to Potsdam

From Berlin Airport (BER)

- From Terminal 1-2 by regional express train RB 22 to Potsdam main station (Hauptbahnhof)
- From Terminal 1-2 by regional express train RB 23 to Potsdam main station (Hauptbahnhof)
- From Terminal 1-2 by regional express train FEX to Berlin central station and then by either regional express train RE 1 or commuter train S7 to Potsdam main station (Hauptbahnhof)

From Central Station Berlin (Hauptbahnhof)

- By regional express trains RE 1 and RB 22 to Potsdam main station (Hauptbahnhof)
- Or by commuter train S7 to Potsdam main station (Hauptbahnhof)

„Am Neuen Palais“ Service Center

- University of Potsdam | Am Neuen Palais 10, Bldg. 8, Room 1.10/ 1.11 | 14469 Potsdam
- Phone: +49 331 977-1382; -153052

By bus and rail

- Bus 605 or X5 from Potsdam main station to Campus Universität/ Abraham-Geiger-Kolleg (ca. every 10 minutes)
- Bus 605 or X5 from Golm train station to Campus Universität/ Abraham-Geiger-Kolleg (ca. every 10 minutes)
- Regional express train RE 1, RB 21, RB 22 and RB 23 to Park Sanssouci station

„Telegrafenberg“ Service Center

- Telegrafenberg | Bldg. A 34, Room 207 | 14473 Potsdam
- Phone: +49 331 288-2322/ -2326

By bus and foot

- Bus 691 from Potsdam main station to Telegrafenberg
- By foot from Potsdam main station (exit „Friedrich-Engels-Strasse“): cross Friedrich-Engels-Strasse at the traffic light; go up the hill until you reach another traffic light and cross Heinrich-Mann-Allee; follow Albert-Einstein-Strasse uphill (approx. 10 min.); at the end of the street, you’ll reach the entrance to „Albert Einstein Science Park“ where AWI, GFZ, PIK, and the Welcome Center are located